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ENDING THE EXCESSIVE USE OF FORCE
AT HOME AND ABROAD

Mary Ellen O’Connell

In the mid-1980s the American Society of International Law (ASIL) launched an initiative to engage more women and minority members in the Society and international law more generally.1 Professor Henry Richardson was there, encouraging all of the new aspirants, including me. He is still doing that, and this essay in his honor is an expression of gratitude, admiration, and affection. It develops themes Hank and I have both pursued for decades: human rights, peace and non-violence, and the promotion of international law and ASIL.

Hank was a leader in the anti-apartheid movement in the United States (U.S.).2 That movement, among other influences, inspires my efforts toward reversing the false perception that military force is an appropriate tool of change. White South Africans created a militarized society in the attempt to hold on to privilege.3 Black South Africans, including Nelson Mandela for a time, believed they had to literally fight back to create a society of equality.4 Mandela came to reject that belief and embraced non-violence as a path to change.5 Non-violence succeeded and sets a powerful example for Americans today with respect to policies of change both at home and abroad.

The time is ripe for this essay. Following an all-too-brief pause after losing the Vietnam War, the United States has been involved in almost continuous major combat and covert lethal operations.6 This unrelenting violence overseas is increasingly returning home. Our police forces are militarized,7 which helps explain the frequent and inexcusable turn to lethal force in responding to situations that do not call for violence. Creative ideas for non-violent methods are lacking. Even international law is impacted. Scholars advocate for novel interpretations of

---

5. Id.
the law to weaken and remove legal barriers to the resort to force. Relatively few seek to support restrictions on force and peaceful resolution of disputes. Almost no one advocates expanding existing restrictions. In the streets and on social media, however, there is new unrest, not unlike that which forced elected leaders in Washington, D.C. to pull out of Southeast Asia. This unrest signals an opening for new approaches and new opportunities to revive the teaching of non-violence.

In the U.S., the foremost proponent of non-violent change both at home and abroad remains the 1960s civil rights leader, the Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Dr. King adopted non-violent resistance as the way to transform a widely segregated society. He came to non-violence through Christianity and peace advocates such as Mahatma Gandhi. When King received the Nobel Peace Prize in 1964, he said the Prize was “profound recognition that nonviolence is the answer to the crucial political and moral question of our time - the need for man to overcome oppression and violence without resorting to violence and oppression.”

It is time for the U.S. to once again embrace non-violence in seeking respect for the right to life and other human rights at home and abroad. Non-violent approaches provide effective ways to advance human rights that also respect the international legal presumption of peace, the prohibition on the use of force, and the duty to resolve conflict peacefully.

I. MODERN MILITARISM IN AMERICA

The Vietnam War ended for the U.S. in 1974. From that year until 1980, the U.S. hewed closely to the international law on the use of force. Indeed, President Carter launched the current era of international human rights law in that period by signing and pursuing ratification of numerous human rights treaties that had languished in the Oval Office until his presidency. President Reagan then returned to an old pattern, by ordering covert paramilitary operations in Central America and invading the Caribbean island of Grenada. President George H.W. Carter launched the current era of international human rights law in that period by signing and pursuing ratification of numerous human rights treaties that had languished in the Oval Office until his presidency. President Reagan then returned to an old pattern, by ordering covert paramilitary operations in Central America and invading the Caribbean island of Grenada. President George H.W.
Bush, Reagan's successor, looked set to continue the unlawful use of force when he ordered another unlawful intervention in the Americas: The U.S. invasion of Panama. When the Cold War ended, however, President Bush saw an opportunity to pivot back to international law. The U.S. role in liberating Kuwait from Iraqi aggression was consistent with international law. After 100 hours of combat, Kuwait was free and President Bush declared a "new world order under the rule of law." The fact that the U.S. engaged in using force lawfully was a major part of the victory, accounting for high morale among coalition troops, low morale among Iraqi forces, and almost universal support to end the occupation. The U.S. actually gained financially—and certainly in stature—on the world stage. Tragically, Bush's successors developed foreign policies based not on international law, but on the U.S.' short-lived exceptional moment as the sole superpower. President Bill Clinton, President George W. Bush, President Barack Obama, and President Donald Trump have all pursued American foreign policy using military force unlawfully—following the failed example of Vietnam rather than the successful example of the Persian Gulf.

During the Clinton presidency, the U.S. made only limited attempts to justify resort to force in terms of international law. By contrast, Bush administration lawyers set forth grandiose claims to America's exceptional rights to kill and capture in the name of U.S. security. President Obama and his officials, perhaps most worrying of all, have provided more sophisticated but still baseless legal arguments for the use of force abroad. President Donald Trump has removed the restraints from the Obama policies without restoring respect for the actual law.


17. See The Panamanian Revolution: Diplomacy, War and Self-Determination in Panama, 84 ASIL PROC. 182-89 (1990) (explaining the actions leading up to the U.S. decision to intervene in Panama).


19. Id. at 456.


21. See, e.g., John Yoo, Using Force, 71 U. CHI. L. REV. 729 (2004). Professor Yoo is best known as the unapologetic, principal author of a document known as "the torture memo." His work on resort to force is a similar departure from standard legal reasoning with the aim of freeing the U.S. uniquely to go to war at will.


The constant resort to force regardless of the law has resulted from an overconfidence in military force. This confidence is deeply embedded in the American personality. Yet, so is commitment to the rule of law. Both are deep, if also at times contradictory, strains in American history. From the founding period until the present, these strains are evident. In the stories told and retold of 1776, the Revolutionary War years, the Declaration of Independence—a legal document—and the irregular tactics of the Minute Men feature prominently. The drafters of the Declaration were well versed in international law. They read Grotius and Vattel. They wrote of inalienable rights and claimed for Britain’s thirteen colonies the right to be independent and equal to every other sovereign state. The most basic right of independent states is the right to be free of intervention from other states. This principle of non-intervention was confirmed in the agreements known as the Peace of Westphalia of 1648 that are considered the founding agreements of international law. The Declaration of Independence demonstrates that the American founding story rests on profound concepts of international law, including natural rights.

One side of the founding story, then, is the law. Equally important, however—perhaps more powerful than the example of the Declaration of Independence—is the War of Independence. U.S. citizens continue to pride themselves on having been the underdog in a fight with the leading military power of the day, Great Britain. A combination of inspired leadership by individuals such as George Washington, the innovative tactics of backwoods fighters, and assistance from outside—the French and others—account for the victory. The U.S. is a country founded in violence and war. Its identity, continued existence, and existential journey unfold in a war story—one that continues to the present day.

The War of 1812, the Indian wars, the Civil War, the Mexican wars, the Spanish-American War of 1898, and the interventions in Central America, all were thought by most Americans to be “good” wars because they aimed at maintaining or expanding the Union, protecting American commercial interests, or ending slavery and Spanish human rights violations. Joining European conflicts, the First World War and even the Second World War, might have been more controversial

24. For example, Benjamin Franklin once wrote to a book dealer in The Netherlands to thank him for sending three copies of Vattel’s The Law of Nations (1758). ARTHUR NUSBAUM, A CONCISE HISTORY OF THE LAW OF NATIONS 161 (1958) (quoting Franklin as writing, “the circumstances of a rising state make it necessary frequently to consult the law of nations”); see e.g., MARK WESTON JANIS, THE AMERICAN TRADITION OF INTERNATIONAL LAW: GREAT EXPECTATIONS 1789–1914 (2004).


26. O’Connell, Good Law Against War, supra note 12, at 342.


28. See David S. Heidler & Jeannie T. Heidler, Manifest Destiny, Encyclopedia Britannica (Mar. 9, 2015), https://www.britannica.com/event/Manifest-Destiny (explaining how war in America served not only as territorial expansion but also as fulfillment of America’s desire for improvement, change, and growth).
than many of America's 19th century wars, but, once committed, most Americans supported those war efforts with passion. We turned them into righteous conflicts in which the end justified the means from gas attacks to atomic weapons.

Americans have struggled from the time of the founding of the nation to put war under the control of law and institutions, even while engaged in armed conflict. The U.S. has had peace movements devoted to changing the law for as long as it has had any kind of armed forces. Significant numbers of Christian pacifists left Europe for the United States. They left to escape war and military service, as well as to practice versions of Christianity that held pacifism and non-violence as central tenets. Quakers, Mennonites, Anabaptists, and then a broad array of Protestant denominations provided popular support to politicians in the U.S. willing to resolve disputes using peaceful methods.

The shocking toll of the Civil War and its chaotic aftermath led many to seek peace through law. Peace organizations attracted their largest memberships in the second half of the nineteenth century. These organizations were highly critical of the U.S. decision to attack Spain in 1898 and of the post-war decision to acquire colonies. Peace movement leaders demanded that peace become the central theme of the Russian Czar's 1899 arms control conference in The Hague. It became "The Hague Peace Conference" and led to the first general treaty-based limitation on resort to war. By the end of the Second World War, Franklin Roosevelt put America's huge military and economic power behind a legal document, the United Nations (U.N.) Charter, which outlawed wars of national policy and put in place an institution designed to support the prohibition on force. It was not long, however, before the U.S. was involved in wars on the Korean Peninsula, in Southeast Asia, Central America, the Caribbean, the Persian Gulf, the former Yugoslavia, South Asia, the Middle East, and Africa.

30. See generally J. Howard Kauffman, Dilemmas of Christian Pacifism within a Historic Peace Church, 49 SOC. ANALYSIS 368 (1989).
34. Id.
Peace organizations basically disappeared in this period. Its leaders were denounced as unpatriotic. Jane Addams, a social worker in Chicago, was a prominent peace leader, speaking to crowds of thousands about the toll of war that she saw daily among the widows and orphans fleeing to America from Europe. Addams died in obscurity, in part because of her criticism of President Woodrow Wilson for joining World War I instead of working to end it. Anti-war movements made a brief return during the Vietnam War and again very briefly before the Iraq invasion in March 19, 2003. For the most part, however, since the Second World War, American politicians have shown more confidence in war than international law.

This confidence can be attributed in large part to the triumph of political science realism over international law. Realism extols promoting a sense of national power through projecting military power. The theory has had a singular influence on U.S. foreign policy. It owes many of its core ideas to Hans Morgenthau, a German-Jewish refugee who fled to the United States during World War II. Despite his training in international law, Morgenthau preached that it was the duty of the American president to seek military power. His student Kenneth Waltz took this message further, advocating resort to force to send a message of strength. For many Realists, state sponsored killing beyond the nation’s borders may be justified for such signaling. If a terrorist group attacks, proponents of Realism argue that a demonstration of military power must be made to counter any perception of weakness by the victim. These two scholars, Hans Morgenthau and Kenneth Waltz, continue to be read by every student of political science or international relations in the U.S. There is likely no other field of intellectual endeavor so dominated by so few for so long.


40. See generally HANS MORGENTHAU, POLITICS AMONG NATIONS: THE STRUGGLE FOR POWER AND PEACE (1948).

41. “After half a century, the writings of Hans J. Morgenthau continue to fill the minds, and often the hearts, of students of international politics. During the Cold War, his ‘realist’ approach ran as a leitmotif through political and academic discourse, his Politics Among Nations rising to become a classic. Though Kenneth Waltz’s more ‘scientific’ realism has arguably overtaken Morgenthau’s realism among contemporary scholars, he remains widely read in the field and was indeed a formative influence on Waltz himself.” Daniel Philpott, Moral Realism, 64 REV. POL. 378, 378 (2002) (reviewing CHRISTOPH FREI, HANS J. MORGENTHAU: AN INTELLECTUAL BIOGRAPHY (2001)). See also RICHARD NED LEBOW, THE TRAGIC VISION OF POLITICS, ETHICS, INTERESTS AND ORDERS 216 (2003).

42. See generally KENNETH WALTZ, MAN, THE STATE, AND WAR (1959); HANS MORGENTHAU, POLITICS AMONG NATIONS: THE STRUGGLE FOR POWER AND PEACE (1948).

43. Baldwin, supra note 39.
Even in the area of moral philosophy and ethics there has been a decided turn in the U.S. to viewing war as a positive thing. Note the Just War theorists who have come out in favor of all sorts of wars in recent years: Michael Walzer found the Kosovo intervention ‘just’, while Jean Bethke Elshtain and George Waigel found the 2003 Iraq invasion praiseworthy. By the 1980s, David Hollenbach described how the Just War tradition had evolved from a position presuming that war is sinful to one presuming war is just, so long as it is waged by legitimate authorities. Hollenbach attempted to re-set the presumption in favor of the view that war is justifiable only in exceptional situations. Judging by subsequent work of Just War theorists, he did not succeed.

U.S. history, popular myths about that history, the Realist theory in political science, and contemporary ethics have contributed to popular culture and, in turn, have been shaped by it. Theater, film, television, novels, and games are centrally important in understanding the American conception of war as good. In the U.S., we are simply inundated with entertainment about good guys killing bad guys. A dominant story line promotes the need for the good guys to break the rules in order to kill the bad guys. Breaking the rules should make the good guys bad guys, but being law abiding no longer identifies good guys in America. We judge a good guy by the quality of the person’s heart. Good guys have hearts of gold, so they remain good guys no matter what they do. Jack Bauer of the post-9/11 hit television show, 24, has replaced Atticus Finch, who upheld the law despite the cost to him personally in To Kill a Mockingbird. Bauer breaks the law to not only kill but also torture bad guys.

With this history and overwhelming pro-killing culture, it is easy to conflate the means of war with the good ends we seek: independence is good, so the

---

44. See e.g., JEAN BETHKE ELSHTAIN, JUST WAR AGAINST TERROR: THE BURDEN OF AMERICAN POWER IN A VIOLENT WORLD 87-88 (2003); MICHAEL WALZER, ARGUING ABOUT WAR (2004); RETHINKING THE JUST WAR TRADITION (Michael W. Brough et al. eds. 2007); Garry Wills, What is a Just War? 51 N.Y. REV. OF BOOKS (Nov. 18, 2004).


46. Id.

47. See Guide to the Games of 2017, PC GAMER, http://www.pcgamer.com/the-best-games-of-2016-so-far/ (asserting the most popular video games of all time include Mortal Kombat, Grand Theft Auto, Call of Duty, God of War III, Gears of War, and Medal of Honor and the favorite new games of 2016 include a space combat game, Fractured Space, and World of Warcraft).

48. This is a TV series where each season takes place in one 24-hour period. The main character, Jack Bauer, is the Director of Field Ops for the Counter-Terrorist Unit of Los Angeles. Each episode he races to save the U.S. by overthrowing terrorists’ plots. “24”, IMDB, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0285331/.

49. To Kill A Mockingbird is a novel about the Finch family. The father, Atticus Finch, is appointed to defend a black man who has been accused of raping a white woman. The black man is innocent but the jury ultimately convicts him. Throughout the trial, despite attacks on his family, Atticus endeavors to uphold the law, to represent his client to the best of his ability, and to teach his young daughter compassion. See generally HARPER LEE, TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD (1960).
Revolutionary War was a good war; defeating Hitler was good, so the Second World War was good; enforcing the norm against aggression is good, so the Gulf War was good. Kosovo, Iraq, Libya, and Syria are particularly interesting examples of later action for failures to intervene earlier: Kosovo is meant to be redemption for the Srebrenica massacre in Bosnia;\(^{50}\) Iraq was punishment for the attempt on the life of President George H.W. Bush;\(^ {51}\) Libya was to remedy the failure to intervene in Rwanda;\(^ {52}\) and attacking Syria is for Rwanda, Srebrenica, and withdrawing troops from Iraq.\(^ {53}\)

This confidence in the use of military force is rising today throughout the international legal community. No advance has been made toward expanding the prohibition on resort to war since the adoption of the United Nations Charter in 1945. On the contrary, legal scholars and government lawyers have mostly worked to limit the prohibition on force. They have sought new and novel interpretations of the Charter, customary international law, and general principles to permit greater resort to military force under the color of law. American academics have been in the forefront of a movement to allow major military force beyond the current rules in the form of “pre-emptive self-defense”,\(^ {54}\) “humanitarian intervention”,\(^ {55}\) and force against states deemed “unable and unwilling” to confront terrorism.\(^ {56}\) At the same time that these legal arguments to relax the restrictions on government resort to force have grown, so has global violence. U.S. military force abroad is part of a worldwide trend in which violence has grown steadily in the last decade according to the Global Peace Index.\(^ {57}\)

All of this violence and military engagement has required the United States to possess mountains of surplus military gear and provide hundreds of thousands of people with military training as well as combat experience. In the recent cases of police killings of black citizens and black killings of police, military veterans

\(^{50}\) Duncan Robinson, *Dutch Still Grapple with the Shame of Srebrenica*, FINANCIAL TIMES (July 10, 2015), https://www.ft.com/content/93a5c67a-26d2-11e5-9c4e-a775d2b173ca.


\(^{54}\) See, e.g., John Yoo, *supra* note 21, at 751–53.

\(^{55}\) See, e.g., Lee Feinstein & Anne-Marie Slaughter, *A Duty to Prevent*, 83 FOREIGN AFF. (2004). (Slaughter was part of foreign policy planning in the Obama administration and a vocal advocate of intervention in Iraq in 2003, Libya in 2011, and Syria at time of writing.).

\(^{56}\) See, e.g., Brian Egan, Legal Advisor, State Dep’t, International Law, Diplomacy, and the Counter-ISIL Campaign, Address at the Am. Soc’y of Int’l Law (Apr. 1, 2016).

have been prominent among the police accused of excessive use of force. Veterans are also prominent among the killers of police. Mass incarceration and police use of lethal force are the analogue of wartime detention and combat. In both cases, the targets are largely impoverished people of color. In 2014, the American Civil Liberties Union confirmed the link between excessive use of force by police in the U.S. and the country’s continual involvement in armed conflict abroad.

II. THE HUMAN RIGHT TO LIFE

In South Africa, police killings played a large role in mobilizing people to demand an end to the apartheid regime. The current movement for racial justice in the United States is also being fueled by police killings. The killing of an African-American teenager, Michael Brown, by police in the St. Louis suburb of Ferguson, Missouri in August 2014 has had a major impact. Two years later, Dallas police used a robot to deploy a bomb to kill an African-American suspect cornered in a parking garage. United Nations Special Rapporteur on Extrajudicial Killing, Christof Heyns, a South African, deplored the killing: “Militarised policing - detonating a bomb remotely to kill a sniper rather than alternatives - treats the public as enemies, as in war.”

Militarism stands in stark contrast with the most important principle of international law: the right to life. The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, to which the United States is a party, restates the rule in a universally accepted form: “Article 6 - Every human being has the inherent right to life. This right shall be protected by law. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his

59. See, e.g., id.
61. See, e.g., Jason Burke, Soweto Uprising 40 Years On: The Image that Shocked the World, GUARDIAN, (June 16, 2016), https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jun/16/soweto-uprising-40-years-on-hector-pieterson-image-shocked-the-world. The image of the title was of an older boy carrying the limp body of 12-year old Hector Pieterson, shot dead by police along with 150–700 others amidst protests by school children over apartheid education practices.
62. See Ferguson, 1 Year Later: Why Protesters were right to Fight for Mike Brown Jr, BLACK LIVES MATTER, (Aug. 20, 2016), http://blacklivesmatter.com/ferguson-1-year-later-why-protesters-were-right-to-fight-for-mike-brown-jr/ (discussing the impact of the police shooting in Ferguson on African America’s relationship with police).
64. Unlawful Executions (@executions_UNSR), TWIrTER, (July 9, 2016, 2:50PM), https://twitter.com/executions_unsr/status/751896445637328896.
right to life."\(^{65}\)

The U.S. Constitution lacks an express provision protecting the right to life, but American courts have creatively interpreted the Constitution’s Fourth Amendment protection on “unreasonable searches and seizures” to find restrictions on the use of lethal force by government officials.\(^{66}\) These restrictions are widely considered to conform to the international legal standard binding on the U.S.\(^{67}\)

The right to life is formulated as a protection from arbitrary deprivation. Jurisprudence from a variety of courts establishes two tests of arbitrariness, one for peacetime and one in cases of lawful resort to military force.\(^{68}\) Similarly, the United Nations Basic Principles for the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials (U.N. Basic Principles), which are widely adopted by police throughout the world, including in the United States, provide in Article 9:

Law enforcement officials shall not use firearms against persons except in self-defence or defence of others against the imminent threat of death or serious injury, to prevent the perpetration of a particularly serious crime involving grave threat to life, to arrest a person presenting such a danger and resisting their authority, or to prevent his or her escape, and only when less extreme means are insufficient to achieve these objectives. In any event, intentional lethal use of firearms may only be made when strictly unavoidable in order to protect life.\(^{69}\)

The second test of arbitrariness applies during lawful resort to military force. It is this second test that the U.S. invokes as the one applicable to its targeted killing operations. In the lawful resort to military force, the meaning of “arbitrary” deprivation of life changes. Members of a state’s armed forces will not be prosecuted for the deaths that they cause so long as they comply with International Humanitarian Law (IHL). IHL permits the intentional targeting of enemy forces during a lawful resort to military force to accomplish the military objective of defeating the enemy.\(^{70}\) IHL also tolerates the unintentional killing of persons taking no part in fighting, so long as the numbers are not disproportionate to the military objective.\(^{71}\)

The principal limit on death during armed conflict comes in the form of the rules restricting the resort to military force. The United Nations Charter generally

---

68. The division is reflected in many judicial opinions and authoritative texts. See, e.g., Philip Alston (Special Rapporteur on Extrajudicial, Summary or Arbitrary Executions), Study on Targeted Killings, U.N. Doc. A/HRC/14/24/Add.6, at 3, 54, 85–86 (May 28, 2010).
71. Id.
prohibits the use of military force between states in Article 2(4). Only two express exceptions to Article 2(4) exist in the Charter: self-defense and authorization by the UN Security Council.

Self-defense is the more commonly invoked justification because it may be claimed unilaterally without Security Council scrutiny. Any discussion of the law of self-defense must begin with international law's general prohibition on the use of force. The right of self-defense exists as an exception to the general prohibition. The prohibition and the exception for self-defense in international law are analogous to the general prohibition on killing and the exception for self-defense found in most national criminal law. In international law, the prohibition on the use of force has its primary source in the United Nations Charter, a binding, multilateral treaty drafted chiefly by the U.S. during World War II and adopted at the end of the war in 1945 in San Francisco. UN Charter Article 2(4) provides: "All members shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any state, or in any other manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United Nations."

States have violated this provision time and again since 1945, leading over the years to a notion promoted by a few international law scholars that Article 2(4) is no longer binding. The claim that Article 2(4) could devolve from a binding treaty provision to a non-binding one is based on the legal theory of desuetude. Desuetude holds that a treaty or statute may become invalid through long neglect. Some UN Charter articles have been long neglected and are examples of desuetude. Article 2(4) is not, however, one of those provisions. While it has been violated, states have certainly not neglected it. The very fact that the right of self-

72. U.N. Charter art. 2(4).
73. Note that Article 2(4) does not impact internal armed conflict or civil war. These have constituted the larger number of actual armed conflicts since 1945. U.N. Charter art. 2(4); see also U.N. Charter art. 42 (stating the Security Council authorizes the use necessary force to maintain international peace and security); see also U.N. Charter art. 51 (stating that a Member State can use force in self-defense when there is an armed attack against that State).
74. For more on the general prohibition on the use of force, see, OLIVIER CORTEN, THE LAW AGAINST WAR, THE PROHIBITION ON THE USE OF FORCE IN CONTEMPORARY INTERNATIONAL LAW (2010).
76. U.N. Charter, supra note 72.
77. See e.g., Michael J. Glennon, How War Left the Law Behind, NY TIMES, Nov. 21, 2002, at A33; see e.g., Michael J. Glennon, Preempting Terrorism: The Case for Anticipatory Self-Defense, WEEKLY STANDARD, Jan. 28, 2002, at 24.
79. See, e.g., U.N. Charter art. 45 on military staff.
defense is often invoked as an exception to the prohibition in Article 2(4) provides affirmative evidence of the interest in having a legal basis for the use of force so as not to be judged as having violated Article 2(4).

Article 51 provides for only a narrow exception to the general prohibition in Article 2(4):

Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of individual or collective self-defence if an armed attack occurs against a member of the United Nations, until the Security Council has taken measures necessary to maintain international peace and security. Measures taken by members in the exercise of this right of self-defence shall be immediately reported to the Security Council and shall not in any way affect the authority and responsibility of the Security Council under the present Charter to take at any time such action as it deems necessary in order to maintain or restore international peace and security.80

In addition to the limits found expressly in Article 51, the International Court of Justice (ICJ), the chief judicial organ of the U.N. and the only global court with jurisdiction over matters of general international law, has held that those terms are to be narrowly construed, as is appropriate for an exception.81 Moreover, additional limitations on resort to force in self-defense are found outside of the Charter in general principles of international law. The ICJ has found that the Article 51 right of self-defense may only be exercised against a significant attack, and only when the response in self-defense is necessary and proportionate.82 Defensive counter-attacks may only aim at the territory of a state responsible for the initial significant attack, or the responsible state’s ships, planes, or space vehicles.83 Targeting ships, planes, and other vehicles is prohibited if they are either outside the jurisdiction of states not involved in the fighting or playing no role in the fighting.84 In responding in lawful self-defense, the area or assets that may be attacked may also be limited by the general principles of necessity and state responsibility.85

The laws of war governing the conduct of armed conflict further restrict defending states. The defending state may only target combatants and military objects of the responsible state to the extent required by military necessity.86 Even

80. U.N. Charter art. 51.
81. Id.
83. Id.
84. Id.
86. The commonly cited authority for military necessity in targeting is the Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the Protections of Victims of International Armed Conflicts (Protocol I) of 8 June 1977, art. 51, 1125 U.N.T.S. 3 (1979).
then, as mentioned above, the defending state may only risk the lives of civilians and the destruction of civilian objects so long as they are not intentionally targeted, and the lives lost and property destroyed is not disproportionate to the value of the military objective. Attacking states must also undertake precautions to spare civilian lives. It is owing to these expanded legal rights to kill that states may use bombs and missiles of the kind deployed by U.S. drones. These rules even apply to the conduct of a state that has resorted to force unlawfully. Bombs and missiles are not permissible under the peacetime rules on lethal force where killing bystanders is not tolerated.

Some states argue that it is lawful to use force on the territory of another state with permission from that state's government. However, this is not a well-established rule. To the extent it exists, it is heavily circumscribed. States giving consent must be in effective control of the territory and must have their own right to resort to military force. Generally the right to resort to military force by a government against its people is restricted to situations of armed rebellion by organized fighters. In any other situation, the government would be using excessive force. In Syria, for example, Bashir al Assad, the country's dictatorial leader, used excessive force in dealing with a largely peaceful democracy movement. When leaders of that movement turned to violence, Assad had the right to fight back, using force proportional to the level used by the opposition so long as his forces observed basic principles of IHL applicable in civil war. Assad might also have had the right to request assistance from other governments. The anti-Assad forces do not have such a right.

These rules on the use of force are among the most important in international law. They are among the jus cogens prohibitions. The Restatement Third of American Foreign Relations Law, of which Louis Henkin was Chief Rapporteur, defines jus cogens:

Some rules of international law are recognized by the international community of states as peremptory, permitting no derogation. These rules prevail over and invalidate international agreements and other rules of international law in conflict with them. Such a peremptory norm is subject to modification only by a subsequent norm of international law having the same character..."91"

Judge Abner Mikva, in "Committee of U.S. Citizens Living in Nicaragua v."
Reagan, listed the widely recognized *jus cogens* norms as including "the principles of the United Nations Charter prohibiting the use of force." The International Court of Justice recently indicated that the rules of civilian protection during armed conflict are also *jus cogens*. Christof Heyns has written persuasively that the right to life in general should be counted among the highest legal norms as well.

James Green has rightly pointed out that *jus cogens* norms must be strictly construed. They are not open to interpretations that render them meaningless or favor expansive exceptions. The general prohibition on force has only two narrow exceptions found elsewhere in the Charter. The Security Council may authorize force if necessary in response to a "threat to the peace, breach of the peace, or act of aggression." Article 51 permits individual and collective self-defense until the Security Council acts "if an armed attack occurs." Regardless of the lawful basis for resort to force, all resort to force must comply with the principles of necessity and proportionality. Necessity has two aspects: Force must be a last resort and have a high likelihood of accomplishing the legitimate military objective. Meeting the standard of necessity requires an actual armed attack or armed attack equivalent.

As *jus cogens* this law does not change with changing state practice. State practice that is inconsistent with the prohibition on force or right to life violate these principles—it does not add up to a new, more permissive and flexible right to kill. Indeed, many of the arguments being promoted to relax the legal barriers to using lethal force are "openly instrumental" and simply "far-fetched."

III. RESTRICTING MILITARY FORCE TO LEGALLY DEFINED ARMED CONFLICT ZONES

In 2002, CIA agents launched a Hellfire missile from a drone to destroy a
vehicle in remote Yemen, killing six men, including a 23-year old U.S. citizen from upstate New York. The attack was not part of any armed conflict hostilities in Yemen. Yemen was experiencing one of its few periods of relative peace since independence. Following the strike, then National Security Adviser Condoleezza Rice stated, “We’re in a new kind of war, and we’ve made very clear that it is important that this new kind of war be fought on different battlefields.” The Deputy General Counsel of the Department of Defense for International Affairs, Charles Allen, made even clearer how the administration viewed the Yemen killings. He said the U.S. could target “al-Qaeda and other international terrorists around the world, and those who support such terrorists.” He said suspects could be targeted and killed on the streets of Hamburg. In a Federal court challenge by detainees held at Guantanamo Bay, the breadth of the Bush administration claims to rights to kill with military force became clear. According to the New York Times:

The judge, Joyce Hens Green of the Federal District Court in Washington, asked a series of hypothetical questions about who might be detained as an enemy combatant under the government’s definition. What about “a little old lady in Switzerland who writes checks to what she thinks is a charitable organization that helps orphans in Afghanistan but really is a front to finance Al Qaeda activities?” she asked. And what about a resident of Dublin “who teaches English to the son of a person the C.I.A. knows to be a member of Al Qaeda?” And “what about a Wall Street Journal reporter, working in Afghanistan, who knows the exact location of Osama bin Laden but does not reveal it to the United States government in order to protect her source?” [Department of Justice attorney] Boyle said the military had the power to detain all three people as enemy combatants.

Persons who are enemy combatants may be detained or killed without warning. Despite scorning these far-fetched positions of the Bush administration, Barack Obama continued, and indeed substantially increased, drone strikes as well as other forms of targeted killing. In March 2010, administration lawyers began

to present before audiences of mostly lawyers a variation on the Bush administration’s legal justification for killing beyond armed conflict zones. In place of Bush’s global war based on self-defense to the 9/11 attacks, the Obama administration attempted to argue that the U.S. had the right to attack individuals and small groups regardless of any link to the 9/11 attacks. This line of reasoning reached its highest level of implausibility in a so-called “White Paper” produced by the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ). DOJ lawyers sought to justify—before the fact—the assassination of an Al Qaeda propagandist and U.S. citizen living in Yemen, Anwar Al-Awlaki. In its analysis of “imminent,” the White Paper noted that “the condition that an operational leader present an “imminent” threat of violent attack against the United States does not require the United States to have clear evidence that a specific attack on U.S. persons and interests will take place in the immediate future.”

Eighteen months later, the U.S. attacked in Yemen during the turmoil of the pro-democracy demonstrations. The target was Anwar al-Awlaki. The drone attack missed Awlaki but killed two other persons. The U.S. attacked again in September 2011 and succeeded in killing Awlaki and a number of bystanders. A week or so later, the U.S. attacked Yemen again, this time killing Awlaki’s sixteen-year-old son, also a U.S. citizen, and his teenage cousin. Awlaki is not known to have participated in any violent attack on a single American, let alone perpetrated anything like the sort of armed attack that could trigger the right of self-defence under Article 51. He was a propagandist and in that role he lives on through his recorded sermons. Apparently, he is now more influential as a martyr.
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than he was in life.\textsuperscript{115}

The International Law Association’s Use of Force Committee reported in 2010 on the definition of armed conflict.\textsuperscript{116} The state practice and opinio juris are overwhelming that armed conflict occurs only where there is actual fighting—exchange of attacks—by two or more organized armed groups.\textsuperscript{117} The logic of the right to life requires that any doubts about the existence of these elements means the situation must be treated as failing to qualify as armed conflict—the presumption of peace is an adjunct of the right to life. Rosa Brooks’ argument that the world is in a state of perpetual armed conflict is erroneous as a matter of fact and at odds with the logic of the right to life and prohibition on force.\textsuperscript{118}

Short of Brooks’ “war is everywhere” paradigm, the Obama administration has tried to create a new concept where military killing is permissible in zones outside “active armed conflict hostilities” or “hot battlefields”.\textsuperscript{119} In these “beyond” zones, the U.S. kills as if such places were actual zones of armed conflict. The U.S. Director of National Intelligence, Michael Dempsey, has provided statistics of persons killed through targeted killing operations using drones and other means in these “beyond zones”.\textsuperscript{120} The statistics distinguish between “civilians” killed and others. Human rights NGOs have reacted to these numbers seriously, often without considering the law that says all persons intentionally killed beyond armed conflict zones have died unlawfully.\textsuperscript{121} Doing so provides the illusion of legality to U.S. government conduct by failing to hold it to the actual requirements of the law.

The empirical evidence is overwhelming that adherence to actual law is the


\textsuperscript{117} See INTERNATIONAL LAW ASSOCIATION, COMMITTEE ON THE USE OF FORCE, FINAL REPORT ON THE MEANING OF ARMED CONFLICT IN INTERNATIONAL LAW 5 (2010), http://www.ila-hq.org/en/committees/index.cfm/cid/1022. The present author chaired the committee. Judith Gardam of the University of Adelaide, Australia, was the rapporteur. For background a full list of members, documents, and commentary on the report, see WHAT IS WAR? AN INVESTIGATION IN THE WAKE OF 9/11 (Mary Ellen O’Connell ed., 2012).


\textsuperscript{120} Sam Moyn made a similar point in a comment on MARK DANNER’S ‘SPIRAL: TRAPPED IN THE FOREVER WAR’; Samuel Moyn, Endless War Watch, Summer 2016, LAWFARE (June 24, 2016) https://www.lawfareblog.com/endless-war-watch-summer-2016.

best way international lawyers can help reverse the trend to violence.\textsuperscript{122} Social science data makes it clear that when populations struggle to change their political situation on their own, without outside interference, the success rate is much greater.\textsuperscript{123} Evidence of the counter-productivity of intervention is plain in the conflicts raging at the time of writing from Congo to Syria, which demonstrate the failure of outside intervention.\textsuperscript{124} The examples of India, South Africa, the Czech Republic, and Northern Ireland demonstrate success.

**IV. POLICE BOMBING IN DALLAS\textsuperscript{125}**

In this context of diminished respect for the right to life as imbedded in the prohibition on the use of force and the legal definition of the battlefield, Micah Xavier Johnson of Dallas went to war in Afghanistan. He served two tours of duty and acquired sniper skills, which later allowed him to kill five white police officers and injure seven while only injuring one bystander during a major, peaceful protest of police violence.\textsuperscript{126} Johnson was a black man bent on revenge for the killing of so many people of color in the U.S. by police. After his shooting spree, police cornered him in a building and when, in the view of the black police chief, negotiations broke down, the chief authorized using a remotely piloted bomb disposal robot to blow up Johnson.

After a few media comments and articles about the novelty of using a bomb disposal robot in this way, mention of the violent death of Micah Johnson quickly


\textsuperscript{125} Mary Ellen O’Connell, Remote Controlled Killing in Dallas, EJIL TALK! (July 19, 2016), http://www.ejiltalk.org/remote-controlled-killing-in-dallas/
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ended. And, Yet, the last time a bomb was used by police in the U.S. was on May 13, 1985. Philadelphia police dropped a bomb from a helicopter on a row house triggering a fire that destroyed 61 houses and killed eleven people, including five children. One observer said of that Philadelphia on that day, it was “like Vietnam.” U.S. police forces have not used bombs with the intention to kill since then for decades afterwards.

What has occurred in the period between Philadelphia and Dallas is the almost continuous engagement by the United States in armed conflict. Since 2010, U.S. officials have openly asserted a right to use military force in non-armed conflict situations. The U.S. has been carrying out such killings since 2000. Being involved in continuous major combat operations means that the U.S. is running over with surplus war material. Since the police killing of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri in 2014, the on-going national debate has concerned the militarization of the police. President Nixon’s “war on crime” started the trend, but the turn to military solutions for all manner of problems really kicked off at the end of the Cold War. Police are trained to be “warriors”, not guardians. When asked whether the Dallas bombing was justified, a former Los Angeles police captain replied: “This was not a conventional police operation. This was more of a war zone type operation.” In turn the militarism at home influences foreign and security policy abroad.

The United States Constitution lacks an express provision protecting the right to life. American courts have creatively interpreted the Fourth Amendment protection on “unreasonable searches and seizures” to find restrictions on police use of lethal force. Thus, instead of assessing lethal force in the context of a fundamental human right, U.S. courts employ a balancing test, weighing up or counting the indicators they find for a determination
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whether a deadly use of force by police was reasonable or not.\footnote{This is done in the context of "built-in measure of deference" to law enforcement.}

The open-ended deference to police is also seen in another Texas case involving James Boulware's killing on June 12, 2015, when after long negotiations, the order was given to shoot to kill.\footnote{In the Dallas case, police had Johnson corned for several hours.} Yet, Police Chief Brown said police "saw no other option but to use our bomb robot" to bomb the gunman.\footnote{Brown said he was concerned that "at a split second, [Johnson] would charge us and take out many more before we would kill him."} After so much violent death in the U.S., American society might finally be ready to renew respect for the right to life in U.S. law and adherence to the important legal line between war and peace.

V. CONCLUSION

International lawyers bear some responsibility for the acceptance of violence as a means of change that has grown over the decades. Furthermore, "Oscar Schachter and Detlev Vagts taught [that] the job of international lawyers, especially those advising governments, is to be as clear, dispassionate, and apolitical as possible.\footnote{We should be straight about what the law actually says. It is not our role to please politicians who are seeking to please the public. The law we discuss is unlikely to be tested in a court; our answers need to concern how a rule applies globally, not what can be defended in an adversarial process.}" Some fear that speaking about law in this way will exclude them from the halls of political power. "Access" often translates into faculty positions, not on the basis of the quality of the advice given but on the basis of to whom it was given. Henry Richardson stands as an example of someone who pursued a career with integrity, in the interest of others. His impact and influence will continue, in contrast to those who shaped their analysis to suit a momentary trend, including the current trend of advising that excessive force at home and abroad is lawful. As that
trend fades, Hank, his students, his colleagues, and his friends will be there with our affirmative message in support of the rule of law, human dignity, and world peace.